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Abstract: This paper brings together with optimization for vehicle routing problem 

with a type line, supermarket goods distribution as an example, the design of 

distribution route optimization problem and then use heuristic algorithm for a single 

distribution center corresponding to multiple distribution points, to reduce logistics 

costs, improve enterprise logistics efficiency, to enhance the strength of. 
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1. Introduction  

the vehicle routing problem and vehicle scheduling problem, called VRP&VSP, consists 

of two parts, one is the design of the route, the second is the travel schedule. The 

problem, which was proposed by Dantzing and Ramser in 1959, is to determine the 

route of the vehicle between the customers in the case of a known customer demand 

position. VRP is generally defined as: a series of loading and unloading, the 

organization (or) route properly, make the vehicle orderly through them, to meet 

certain constraints (such as: goods demand, delivery volume, delivery time, vehicle 

capacity constraints, mileage limit, time limit, etc.) to achieve a certain goal (such as 

the shortest path and the least cost as little as possible, and the number of vehicles 

using less time etc.). This article takes the A supermarket commodity distribution as 

an example, and uses the heuristic algorithm to optimize the distribution route. 

 

2. A supermarket commodity distribution status 

 A supermarket chain Co., Ltd. was founded in 1993. It is a large retail chain owned 

by the state. It is one of the core businesses of Chongqing Hui food group. The 

company's operating scope includes more than 20 thousand commodities, such as 

food, fresh, daily chemicals, department stores, culture, knitted clothing and 

household appliances. A distribution center of A supermarket now owns 10 ordinary 
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box cars with rated weight of 6 tons, and there are 39 straight shops in the main city 

of Chongqing. 

 

3. The principle of heuristic algorithm 

The simple heuristic algorithm and the meta heuristic algorithm are known as the 

traditional heuristic algorithm. When the distribution point is more, the total volume 

of freight is large, when a distribution car is not enough to meet the distribution 

conditions, we can choose a collection form route. Single rated cargo capacity of 

distribution vehicles is our priority principle, and distribution points for regional 

grouping according to the principle of proximity; then according to the distribution of 

the total shortest path principle, heuristic algorithm is used to calculate the principle 

of each car vehicle in order to send each distribution point of this group, to determine 

the distribution route a bicycle. 

 

4. Case analysis 

A supermarket has a large number of stores and relatively dispersed characteristics, 

and its distribution center is not at the center of many distribution points. Therefore, 

this paper optimizes the distribution routes of A supermarkets. Through the 

understanding of the distribution of A supermarket in the main city of our city, the 

maximum principle of distribution rate is taken, and the distribution points of A 

supermarket are divided into 5 groups. And the distribution routes of these 5 regions 

are optimized respectively. The area one is (0,41,34,40,37,36,35,38,39), the area two 

(0,7,42,43,8,49,9), the area three (0,33,31,29,30,32,28,13,50,52), the area four 

(0,48,21,47,3,2,54,14,15), the area five (0,17,16,6,24,26,23,22,20). 

This paper selects a region, the heuristic algorithms are analyzed, the problems of 

operational research in the traveling salesman problem, the shortest total distance is 

the best choice. 

According to the above regional grouping, we know that there are 8 branches of the 

A supermarket in the region, such as the place where the 3.1 five star tagging (next 

to the number is numbered). More than 8 stores for the traveling salesman problem 

in freight, one of the 0 point A supermarket distribution center, for the convenience 

of description, each branch point to freight number: the original number of new 

numbers, 0-0,41-1,40-2,37-3,34-4,36-5,35-6,38-7,39-8. 
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  Figure 1 

 

list the shortest distance between distribution centers and distribution points and 

distribution points, and the demand for each distribution point. 

 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 

0 0 5.9 7.7 8.9 9.2 12.8 11.7 11.6 14.4 

1 5.5 0 3.8 4.5 5.8 8.5 8.2 7.7 9.5 

2 7.7 3.7 0 3.3 6.6 8.4 9 8.7 10.3 

3 8.4 4 3.4 0 4.6 6 6.6 6.2 8 

4 8.7 6.4 6.4 5.9 0 3.6 3.5 4.2 5.6 

5 10.7 7.1 7.1 5.3 4.2 0 1.4 1.1 2.3 

6 11.6 8.1 8 6.2 3.6 1.6 0 2.2 2.2 

7 11.2 7.7 7.7 5.9 4.9 0.8 2.5 0 2.3 

8 12.9 9.2 9.2 7.4 5.7 2.7 2.5 3.2 0 

First, the total freight volume of each distribution point is 0.7+ 0.6+ 0.7+ 0.8+ 0.7+ 

0.8+0.8+0.8=5.9t<6t, so one distribution is required in the region. The vehicle will 

be satisfied. 

determine the mileage matrix and seek the mileage of the distribution point of one 

area. 

0L =


8

0

0,

i

iL =0+5.5+7.7+8.4+8.7+11.6+10.7+11.2+12.9=34.8 

1L =


8

0

1,

i

iL =5.9+0+3.7+4+6.4+7.1+8.1+7.7+9.2=52.1 

2L =


8

0

2,

i

iL =7.7+3.8+0+3.4+6.4+7.1+8+7.7+9.2=53.3 

3L =


8

0

3,

i

iL =8.9+4.5+3.3+0+5.9+5.3+6.2+5.9+7.4=47.4 

4L =


8

0

4,

i

iL =9.2+5.8+6.6+4.6+0+4.2+3.6+4.9+5.7=44.6 
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5L =


8

0

5,

i

iL =12.8+8.5+8.4+6+3.6+0+1.6+0.8+2.7=44.4 

6L =


8

0

6,

i

iL =11.7+8.2+9+6.6+3.5+1.4+0+2.5+2.5=45.4 

7L =


8

0

7,

i

iL =11.6+7.7+8.7+6.2+4.2+1.1+2.2+0+3.2=44.9 

8L =


8

0

8,

i

iL =14.4+9.5+10.3+8+5.6+2.3+2.2+3.3+0=55.6 

determine the initial circulation circuit. 

According to the sequence jL from high to low 
054763128 LLLLLLLLL   , 

followed by selecting three points distribution ( 128 ,, BBB ) composition of the primary 

loop, the distribution of R=3 points. 8128 BBBB   

(3) determine the insertion distribution point. 

The larger value ( jL ) selected in the remaining distribution point ( 3B ) is to be inserted 

into the distribution point. 

Calculate the increased mileage after each route is inserted into the distribution point

ji, ： 

2,8 = 2,82,33,8 LLL  =7.4+3.4+9.2=1.6; 

1,81,33,81,8 LLL  =7.4+4-9.2=2.2; 

1,21,33,21,2 LLL  =3.3+4-3.7=3.6; 

(5) Determine the insertion position and organize the new circuit. 

The section of the minimum value is selected as the section of the insertion distribution 

point to form a new loop. 81238 BBBBB  . 

Because the number of delivery points in the loop circuit is 8, continue to select the 

next point to be inserted, and calculate the mileage of each section according to the 

(4) calculation method until all the delivery points are inserted into the loop circuit

ji,  . After 6 times the insertion of the distribution point,  the optimal loop loop is 

obtained ： 8657401238 BBBBBBBBBB 
The total driving distance is 

L=37.8 (km) 

Therefore, for the region one, there is an optimal driving scheme. In the same way, 

the optimal driving scheme can be obtained by applying this method to the other 4 

regions. Under normal circumstances (no major festivals and special accidents, etc.), 

10 6 tons of box trucks equipped with A supermarkets are sufficient to meet the daily 

distribution needs. 

According to the regional distribution of A supermarket, it is divided into 5 regions, 
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which is easy to optimize. The actual carrying capacity and actual load rate of each 

vehicle and the driving distance of each vehicle are as follows: 

Regional one：
8657401238 BBBBBBBBBB  ；The actual load is 5.9t; the 

real load is 98.3%; only one car is needed, and the cycle distance is 37.8km. 

Region two:
10245631 BBBBBBBB  ；The actual load is 5.8t: the real load is 

96.7%: only one car is needed, and the cycle distance is 55.2km. 

Region three:
05467983120 BBBBBBBBBBB  ；the actual load is 6T: the 

real load rate is 100%: only one car is needed, and the cycle distance is 45.8km. 

Region four:
0125678430 BBBBBBBBBB  ； the actual load is 5.4t: the real 

load rate is 90%: only one car is needed, and the cycle distance is 50.1km. 

Region five:
0543218760 BBBBBBBBBB  ； the actual load is 5.8t: the real 

load rate is 96.7%: only one car is needed, and the cycle distance is 63km. 

 

 
 

5. Conclusion 

From the above optimization results, the scheme can shorten the daily distribution 

distance of A supermarket, reduce the cost of distribution, and improve the profit rate 

of supermarket. This is only for the A supermarket daily transportation route 

optimization is discussed, with the development of the company, but also for future 

optimization of A supermarket distribution route according to the combination of 

multiple distribution centers, a variety of goods; consider a combination of multiple 

least cost; and consider service recovery of expired goods, on the actual distribution 
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in the process of reverse logistics the. 
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